Eye In The Sky: The Story Of The Corona Spy Satellites (Smithsonian History Of Aviation And Spaceflight) is written by Dwayne A. Day in English language. Release on 1999-08-17, this book has 320 page count that consist of helpful information with easy reading structure. The book was publish by Smithsonian Books, it is one of best biographies & memoirs book genre that gave you everything love about reading. You can find Eye In The Sky: The Story Of The Corona Spy Satellites (Smithsonian History

Presenting the full story of the CORONA spy satellites’ origins, Eye in the Sky explores the Cold War technology and far-reaching effects of the satellites on foreign policy and national security. Arguing that satellite reconnaissance was key to shaping the course of the Cold War, the book documents breakthroughs in intelligence gathering and achievements in space technology that rival the landing on the moon.

**Eye Sky Satellites**

**Smithsonian Spaceflight Related Books**

**Building the B-29 (Smithsonian History of Aviation and Spaceflight)**

The B-29 Super fortress bomber was the single most complicated and expensive weapon produced by the United States during World War II. Nearly 4,000 B-29s were built for combat in the Pacific theater, including the Enola Gay, the plane that dropped the first atomic bomb over Hiroshima. Assembled on a rush basis by a vast manufacturing program that involved hundreds of thousands of workers, the B-29 boosted the Allies’ wartime fortunes as it transformed the economies of cities and towns from Seattle...

**Moon Lander: How We Developed the Apollo Lunar Module (Smithsonian History of Aviation and Spaceflight)**

Chief engineer Thomas J. Kelly gives a firsthand account of designing, building, testing, and flying the Apollo lunar module. It was, he writes, an aerospace engineers dream job of the century. Kellys account begins with the imaginative process of sketching solutions to a host of technical challenges with an emphasis on safety, reliability, and maintainability. He catalogs numerous test failures, including propulsion-system leaks, ascent-engine instability, stress corrosion of the aluminum alloy...

**The Enterprise of Flight: The American Aviation and Aerospace Industry (Smithsonian History of Aviation and Spaceflight Series)**

The Enterprise of Flight is a highly praised contribution to the literature on American aviation and space exploration history. In a new introduction for this paperback edition, Roger E. Bilstein explains how international competition has affected American aerospace and airline manufacturers and updates the ongoing controversy over the high cost of military aircraft such as the F-12 Raptor.

**Satellites**

This book treats the subject of satellite orbits, showing how the wide range of available orbits can be put to use to satisfy the needs of fields as varied as communications, positioning, remote-sensing, meteorology, and astronomy. The satellite is first discussed in the context of the laws of space mechanics. The various categories of orbit (circular, elliptical, high, low, geostationary, and sun-synchronous) are then presented, together with the problem of sampling (when and how the satellite ...
Small Satellites: Past, Present, and Future

"Small Satellites" is the first book to describe the state of the art in microstats, nanostats, picostats, and CubeSats and the possible missions they can perform. More than two dozen internationally renowned contributors provide commentary on 50 years of history.

Spaceflight

SPACEFLIGHT takes the EFL, ESL Teacher beyond gravity to an alternative realm which will change the way you think and act in the classroom. It is an intensely practical guide which is designed to inspire EFL Teachers to inspire their students. It introduces and explains the Platinum Rule of EFL - it's not just the METHOD of teaching - it's also the MATERIAL. It shows you how to be a 'force' in the classroom by using the power of your personality, how to give students the confidence to learn, and...

Cultures in Orbit: Satellites and the Televisual (Console-ing Passions)

In 1957 Sputnik, the world's first man-made satellite, dazzled people as it zipped around the planet. By the beginning of the twenty-first century, more than eight thousand satellites orbited the Earth, and satellite practices such as live transmission, direct broadcasting, remote sensing, and astronomical observation had altered how we imagined ourselves in relation to others and our planet within the cosmos. In Cultures in Orbit, Lisa Parks analyzes these satellite practices and shows how they ...

Spaceflight Dynamics: Third Edition

Spaceflight Dynamics is an introduction to the dynamics of spaceflight: orbits, maneuvers, satellite stability and control, rocket performance, reentry. It is suitable for upper undergraduate and introductory graduate courses in astronomical engineering or physics.
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